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The new cookbook from Americaâ€™s Newest MasterChef, Claudia Sandoval! Â MasterChef

serves home cooks a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to show their skills and creativity as they are

mentored, tested and judged by world-renowned culinary experts. These home cooks put their

passion on a plate over a series of iconic challenges that promise to delight and entice viewers.

Â Claudiaâ€™s Cocina: A Taste of Mexico celebrates the food of MasterChef Season 6 winner,

Claudia Sandoval. Claudia brought with her a cooking background strongly influenced by her

familyâ€™s Mexican roots, as well as the seafood restaurant her grandparents owned when she

was a child. Throughout the show she demonstrated a bright, versatile range of flavors and always

made family the center of her dishes. Â  Simple by design, the book offers 65 mouthwatering

recipes straight from Claudiaâ€™s kitchen to yours. It showcases a mix of Claudiaâ€™s favorite

dishes, as well as some of the on-the-spot creations that propelled her to victory: Â Hibiscus

Poached PearsGrilled SwordfishHead-On Garlic ShrimpAchiote Rubbed Pork ChopsCilantro Lime

Grilled ChickenTres Leches CakeÂ  The book also shares her favorites from her familyâ€™s town of

Mazatlan, as well as creams, sauces, and salsas, plus step-by-step directions for complex dishes

that will help readers master some of the staples of Mexican cuisine. The recipes are introduced by

headnotes that offer anecdotes about Claudiaâ€™s life and childhood and include insights into how

she became the extraordinary winner of MasterChef Season 6.
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This is great for those who want to learn the basics of mexican food. If you are raised in the real

mexican culture these recipes will be much like your grandmas. There are some recipes that are



sure worth trying.

What an amazing authentic cook book. Easy to follow recipes beautiful pictures and stories. You get

a sense of knowing who Claudia is through her cook book. If you want some real home cooking

recipes buy this cool book.

This was a great gift. Living in San Diego all my life I became accustomed to authentic Mexican

food. Since I've moved away it has been hard getting the food that I like. Now when I want

something to remind me of home I just pick one and start cooking. It was easy to understand and

broken down so any level of cook could comprehend. Thanks Claudia and Bobby for the best gift

this year!

This is an excellent cookbook! The recipes are easy to follow and Claudia always gives us an

interesting anecdote to go along with each one. The food is amazingly delicious. I highly

recommend this cookbook for anyone who loves Mexican cuisine or wants to learn how to make

some delicious and very flavorful food. Thank you, Chef Claudia!

This is a great cookbook easy to understand. It reminds me of how my Gramndma taught me now I

have all the recipes in one book. Great job Claudia love it. Can't wait to start cooking some recipes.

If you don't have the book yet don't wait go but worth the price.

We really like the book; we liked her on the TV show as well. Good simple dishes, easy to make,

very filling meals.

Amazing book with authentic Mexican recipes! A must!

Enjoyed this cookbook and that I downloaded to my kindle. Have made several of her recipes. I

sure hope she makes another cookbook.
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